Beloved Archangel Metatron, I know that you have been very close of late and wish to communicate
something very important to us and I now open to receive all that you wish me/us to know! In
Gratitude I Thank You!
“Blessings Dear Ones, I Am Metatron. As a result of the preceding Discourses with Beloved Chohan
Serapis Bey, Lady Pallas Athena and St Germain, things are now beginning to escalate into New
Vectors of Consciousness that none of you have yet experienced within your lives. I refer to these New
Levels of Consciousness not so that you will understand them from within your present experiences of
comprehension, but rather from a Higher Reality within another Segmentation/Sector of the Greater
Whole Experience, that you have now earned the Right to step into. You may call it a Passage of
Rings Passeth Not, for indeed it is impossible to pass without the Greater Awareness. But both is about
accepting these New Opportunities Willfully through Heart and Mind, and also Knowingly Accepting
the Responsibilities that shall be designated to each of you as you move forward from here.
“So much has changed Dear Ones, and even though you may only still see things from your own
human perspectives, while hoping for the better, We tell you, you cannot imagine the changes coming
that each of you shall be called to participate within, both as a Group and Individually in your New
Found Authoritative Awareness’s. Nothing is by chance Dear Brothers and Sisters, yet as you are
finding, and in Light of what has been shared of late by Serapis Bey, Pallas Athena and St Germain,
there remains a need for this Group to become even more cognizant of what you have Assigned
yourselves to Become. We have helped you all We can, and We continue to assist you by pushing the
boundaries for you, by offering you opportunities to step forward and become even more involved with
the Divine Plan that you have now Fully Endorsed by your I Am Presence and your Own
Individualized Expressions of the God Presence within your personalities.
“Your recent Invocation for the Release of the Radioactivity and such, has indeed moved beyond
the dynamics of Invocations of the past and each of you will clearly know this to be True, for if feels
different. Very different! Why is that, you may ask? It is because you have stepped through this Ring
of Consciousness known as the Release of More Than Ordinary Instruction and Accepted the Godly
State of Greater or Full Authority of the Cosmic Law, Now to be Anchored through you. This means
that, as you have been told in no uncertain fashions, that your lives will never be the same again. It has
not yet begun, but you have found the door, you have pushed it open and you are now awaiting the
courage to step through!
“In a moment I am going to explain to you 2 things. First the meaning of the Release of More
Than Ordinary Instruction to you, and second, how this will play out in terms of New Events that
each of you are going to have to Fully Align to and Integrate on a whole New Level, or should I say
within a Whole different Vector of the Greater Plan.
“Peter you will remember the short but clear message I gave you in Germany, the rest of you will
remember this as part of the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses and Book. For quick reference I ask
that that message be included now for clarity to all for where I Am going next.

“I Am Metatron and extend to you my Brother, warm greetings of Love and Light. Peter, you are
now moving into position for some very important Work for humanity and Us. We are now ready to
respond in a way We have never done in the past and this opening shall be the first of many. It is vital
that you know the depth of importance for this, for soon We are going to be acknowledged by your
governments and this means that it is time to interact on so many new levels for humanity as a mass

consciousness. This awareness is now ripe and although we do see some minor glitches that will occur
by those whom will not wish to believe, We Know that the representatives who will follow through
with Our ‘live contacts’ will assist Us greatly during the initial periods.
“So please move swiftly now, as We wish to set these New Plans into motion. We shall fill you in
on all the requirements and intentions on Our Part and you shall be told of what shall be required of
you. You are ready to do this, you are in a most favorable position. All you need to do now is to open
this Live Transmission Template when you feel the moment inspired and be ready for the next steps to
manifest. We bid you Health and Well Being and shall speak again soon.”
“Dear Souls, those minor glitches turned out to be major blockages, that that particular opportunity
failed to eventuate. Those involved at the time could not see beyond their own egos, situations and
circumstances and did not believe or wish to believe what they were being told. This is such a difficult
thing to step through as an initiate into the Higher Realms, indeed the Proposed Christ Councils. So,
We had to begin again and this time set the parameters of a New Template that would Administer to
and Create a more believable Platform for those who still doubt the Truth Within Themselves to
Truly Engage. And so the Elemental Grace Alliance was set into play! The Live Transmissions
Template, I will elaborate on later, but first let speak of the New Vector.
“I have spoken of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Root Race within my Discourses to you, I have
explained these matters and how they will unfold in the Keys of Enoch with J.J. Hurtak and so it is in
congruence to both that I speak of the importance of why the New Christ Councils be formed as soon
as possible, for until they do those of the Higher Intelligence cannot and will not Come to share their
Knowledge. They will not show themselves to you. And listen Carefully Dear Ones, We the Hierarch
cannot Lower Ourselves to be a part of the Earth Christ Councils for the Greater Works to be fulfilled
by You until then!
“Each of you, as a Christ Council must be of such a Vibrational Frequency and Light Quotient that
you will be able to Communicate at will to any Higher Intelligence, teleport and bio-locate, come and
go from this Earth Plane, Manifest at Will all that you need. And here is the unbelievable part, you are
so close, so very, very close, but still you continue to look at everything from your own perspectives,
how things should be done in accordance to old paradigms, if you will only step outside of these
restraints, you will see that everything I Am saying if True, and in no uncertain terms. Your trainings
are over! It is time to Be, and no longer in any doubt!
“Now, you have accepted the Grant by the Cosmic Law of more than Ordinary Release of
Instructions into the Combined Force Field, known as the Elemental Grace Alliance. What does this
mean to you? Whatever it is, I am going to tell you what it means to Us!
“Perhaps you have noticed that most channels presented to humanity around the world have been
generalized, always impersonal, and never telling anyone what to do. These Communications have been
about providing all the information needed for you to make all your own personal choices to arrive at a
place when you can step Fully into the Will of God. Not your will but Thy Will Be Done! So in short
this Grant means the Will of God Being Done. And to do that One must open and receive the
INSTRUCTIONS for that Will which will be Executed in Exactly the way Divine Law Will Support.
This Work is what We have All been waiting for, for so long, whereby humanity can begin Their
Individualize Expressions of God’s Will Being Done without the interference of ANY lower
personality interaction, disbelief or disagreement to. This is about Absolute Obedience to Divine Will
where the personality has been removed completely!

“The More Than Ordinary Release of Instruction thus becomes the Direct Communication with
God through your Own I Am Presence, that INSTRUCTS without question and Obeyed without
hesitation or resistance of any kind. Do you understand? Within a Christ Council, this becomes the
State of Being, no ego personality can be present, none is allowed at any level!
“As an example here I will refer you back to the message in Germany.

“For soon We are going to be acknowledged by your governments and this means that it is time to
interact on so many new levels for humanity as a mass consciousness. We Know that the
representatives who will follow through with Our ‘live contacts’ will assist Us greatly during the initial
periods. So please move swiftly now, as We wish to set these New Plans into motion. We shall fill you
in on all the requirements and intentions on Our Part and you shall be told of what shall be required of
you”.
“These Representatives will be Dear Souls like you! Able to speak of any subject at any moment in
time with anyone in Full Authority and in Communion with Higher Intelligence. Do you see! This is
where HUGE changes will take place because Proof will be PRESENT, your God Given Powers will
be Executed to provide such Evidence. This is just a small part that will begin with governments but
will quickly and decisively move to communities and then mass consciousness.
Now the second part!
This is where you are going to become aware of a whole New Vector of Experiences that evolve
from here, into the Christ Councils and beyond. This, from your perspectives, are going to stretch you
even further as to your Reality and Truth. What you see around you today, will become a thing of the
past.
I Am speaking of the New Christed Ones, the Luminaries who Work with the Seventh Ray and
who will bring in the Codes of how to use and Create Life through a Whole New Language. I state
again, these are the Souls who shall REMEMBER how to use the Language of Light and its Light
Codes, Fire Letters, Numbers, Colors and Music.
I tell you now that the Seventh Seal is open within you, and the transfer of such Language must
become an Active Acquisition for the Mind to Function upon and within the Seventh Sphere, The
Seventh Golden Age, where the Beings of Light will come to Communicate with them. Men and
women will be aligned to such Higher Intelligence that relate to the Seventh Ray of Creation. It shall
be through this Ray that the Lords of Light will come to harmonize the Adam/Lilith Seed within this
Root Race of Humanity.
Within the Elemental Grace Alliance you were told about the Language of Light and how and why
it had been placed there. It was for a very good reason. This Language is part of the Initiatory Codes
that shall activate the Higher Codes of the Languages of the Thrones, The Linguistics of the Living
Light or Ain Soph. To show you how this works, and to give you some sort of realization as to why
you are such a small group today, is because those whom have been drawn to the EGA have felt the
Activations of these Codes through their reading of the Discourses. However not all who have begun to
read have completed the book, for others some have misunderstood their feelings of the experiences of
such encodements, and still others have needed to read all over again, because one read only activates
certain genetic triggers due to vibrational resonances and beliefs systems. And so the Calling, although
heard, has been overridden by belief patterns and thought forms greater than the Connection to their I
Am Presence’s Communications with them.

Within these Light Packets of Codes are the Teachings and Knowledge of Higher Civilizations for
mankind to be able to communicate with other worlds, other planetary intelligences. We have spoken
of past civilizations of those who use to be able to decipher and translate such Codes but due to their
collapses those translations fell into the hands of those who use them to twist the Truth for their own
malicious and ill intentions.
Have you ever wondered why there are so many languages upon the planet Earth? It was to confuse,
and so safeguard the Higher Languages of Light that were used for the Creation and Manifestation of
physical matter, that if allowed to fall into the hands of the Dark Races these Powers would have been
used against the Light! The time has come for these Languages to return to those whom have risen to
the Levels of Vibrational Frequencies and Light Quotients who are now in their final stages of Full
Embodying the Christed Light!
You are being prepared Dear Souls to receive once again these Light Languages that were once held
by the Original Adam/Lilith Kadmon Root Race.
These Languages are made of ideographic and pictograph cybernetics. The Fire Letter calligraphy of
this Language alters the substrate of the Light within the Language affecting the psychological,
neurological, biochemical and cosmological levels of thought-attunement. This in turn releases form
that is held within the core memory of All Information within the DNA through Higher Evolutionary
Patterning. It is more complicated than this, but in short, it allows for individuals of a given planetary
society who are 'contacted" to connect with the many Communities of Intelligence under the Direction
of Higher Intelligences.
I wish to inform you that as part of this unfoldment you may begin to experience Images,
Pictographs, Fire Letters, Geometries and Mathematical figures in your Sleep. This is important for it
is part of the complex process to unify and assimilate the geometries of the dark subconscious states
into a Light Encodement. This allows for the sub-conscious to be enlightened about itself and the
archetypal patterns that are creating resistances against the transmutation, transformation and
transfiguration processes. When the Soul has been prepared through the subconscious, to recognize
several of the Divine Fire Letters, then Education of the Soul can begin in the Creative States of
Consciousness. Then the Soul begins to experience the manifestations of Light Projections and
Geometries which appear as singular Manifestations of Light before they become “pictograms."
Through these Geometries the Soul recognizes it has a counterpart known as the Over Self, I Am
Presence, Higher Self and can communicate with it. And when the Soul is sufficiently acclimatized to
the Pictures of Light, the Over Self, as the INSTRUCTOR gives Instructions that shows the soul that
it has many spiritual vehicles working with a Divine Scriptures which is the food for the spiritual
vehicles. This Divine Language is also the inductive linkage to the still 'small voice" within the body
which advises you on real day-to-day decisions in the world, so that your consciousness will not err in
executing the Father's Will. This is the Languages of Light used by all of the Hierarchical Members;
this is their Holy Word used to Speak in the Father's Presence, to Speak directly with the Father no
matter what embodiment the Soul has put on, to serve even in the distant worlds that are woven out of
the Letters of Light.
Thus, as the Soul evolves from the earth's evolution through the many spatial dimensions, it changes
its Language from the Vibrations of Sound to the Language of Light operating on a Higher Frequency
of Light, projected telepathically. And this is fulfilled when Man is given the LANGUAGE OF
INSTRUCTION, necessary to take him through Alpha and Omega from the Seventh Ray of Light
Creation into the Eighth Ray. The Ray that Lady Portia is presently preparing for you as disclosed
within the EGA Discourses. The Eighth Ray is the opening of the Gates of the New Heavens.

Of course it is a very complex process, but the Truth is it is all automatic in its progressive States of
Fusion. You do not need to know how it all works, just that it does, and allow yourselves to open and
receive. Once again we say to you, nothing is more important right now than your co-operation and
co-participation in finding that link to your Higher Self, The I Am Presence and the Father’s Light
within!
There, the Father's Language is a call to you Beloved as a Spiritual Light moving into position of
Greater Awareness and Greater Service. You are the Creation you Serve, and in so Being, Your Image
as the Adam/Lilith Man and Woman upon the New Earth Being Victorious.
I will speak of the Christ Council another time, but for now there is much to ponder and more to
integrate as part of your New Experiences in Heaven Upon Earth.
I Am Archangel Metatron.
Blessings Dear Souls.

